When fast, in-depth research is essential, VitalLaw is indispensable. Powered by Wolters Kluwer’s world-class analysis, VitalLaw’s intuitive research platform gives you the depth you need for the actionable insights you want. With solutions that enrich the entire legal process, VitalLaw enables you to more effectively advise your clients.

**Win more cases and clients**

**Faster answers**
- Move further faster with the most comprehensive, leading editorial analysis and data visualization
- Answer hard questions and streamline your success
- Save time without sacrificing accuracy

**Better outcomes**
- Obtain actionable insights
- Craft legal strategies elevated by excellence
- Enjoy the resources needed to increase profitability

**Deeper insights**
- Benefit from attorney-written and expert-curated analysis
- Take advantage of over 100 years of editorial excellence
- Read expert content drawn from over 1,200 practitioners and 99 Am Law 100 firms

**VitalLaw™**

**Analysis that grounds you. Excellence that elevates you.**
Streamline your success

Sleek, agile, and responsive user design
Complete access whenever and wherever you need it. That’s what our customizable, modern interface delivers. By seamlessly working across desktop and mobile devices, our user-friendly platform helps you complete research tasks in less time without sacrificing accuracy.

Tools that increase ROI
Automate your routine legal tasks so you can reduce non-billable hours with tools that make the legal research process faster and more intuitive. With the resources you need to increase profitability, you’ll be able to deliver more—and earn more.

Practically perfect organization
Streamline your research workflow with our advanced browsing, searching, and collaborating capabilities. Our Practical Content Dashboard ensures quick, efficient access to more than 20,000 practical content tools and documents.

Immediate insights
100 years in the making

100+ years of editorial expertise
1200 practitioners and 99 AMLaw 100 firms as content contributors
20k+ practical content tools and documents

Depth meets breadth with our comprehensive platform. Covering 16 practice areas, our in-depth expertise and analysis ensure you have what you need to proceed quickly—with actionable insights that lead to better outcomes.

Current Practice Areas Include:
- Antitrust & Competition
- Banking & Consumer Finance
- Bankruptcy
- Cybersecurity & Privacy
- Elder & Estates
- Energy and Environment
- Family
- Health
- Intellectual Property
- Labor & Employment
- Litigation
- Products Liability & Insurance
- Property & Construction
- Securities & Corporate
- Tax
- Transportation

Other Expert Content:
- Blue Chip
- Employee Benefits
- Government Contracts
- Health Reform
- Human Resources
- Life Sciences
- Payroll & Entitlements
- Pension
- Practice of Law
- Telecommunications
In depth. On point.
To discover how VitalLaw makes hard-to-find, in-depth research actionable, don’t hesitate to get in touch.